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Motivation and research questions 

In a future energy supply based on fluctuating renewable energies, the provision of flexibility to 
decouple energy demand and supply is essential to make it cost efficient [1], [2]. Especially through 
interconnection of different energy demand sectors the flexibility potential can be widely increased, for 
example an interconnection between electricity and industrial heat supply system [3]. In industry 
thermal grid are widely used for efficient thermal energy supply and similar to public supply grids can 
provide flexibility [4]. The aim of the study is to estimate the flexibility potential which thermal industrial 
grids can provide through employment of electricity based technologies. 
 

Methodical approach 

In order to evaluate the overall potential for the implementation of industrial heat networks and hence 
the electrical flexibility they can provide, a stepwise approach is applied. Firstly, thermal energy 
demands per industrial branch and temperature level are derived and suitable temperature levels for 
grid based thermal energy supply are determined. Available data on heat supply technologies is 
matched with these typical temperature levels. From this the overall heat supply by technology, branch 
and temperature level is estimated. 
In order to match the demand with hybrid-suitable technologies, these technologies, being operated in 
parallel and series connection with currently used technologies, are presented with their main 
characteristics such as load flexibility, efficiency by target temperature and main restrictions in 
application. 
From the combination of the status quo of grid based thermal energy supply and the technology 
framework possible thermal energy shares which can be provided by electricity based technologies 
and the according flexibility potential is quantified.  
Lastly, flexibility options such as an overheating of thermal grid to allow flexibility and suitable storage 
systems by temperature level are discussed and their potential is estimated. 
 

Results and conclusions 

As a result an overview such as demonstrated in Table 1 will be given. 
 
Table 1: Overview on relevant temperature levels for grid based thermal energy supply, 
adequate technologies and flexibility potential 

Grid level 
description 

Temperature 
level 

Yearly demand 
in Germany 

Currently 
applied 
technologies 

Hybridization 
suitable 
technologies 

steam 120 °C    

hot water 90 °C    

warm water 50 °C    

ambient warm 
water 

20 °C    

cooling water 12 °C    

freezing water - 5 °C    

 
 
Also the overall flexibility which could theoretically be supplied via industrial thermal grids will be 
stated. 
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